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0 of 0 review helpful On Amit Goswami s excellent book The Physics of the Soul By Roger B Clough On Amit 
Goswami s excellent book The Physics of the Soul There are two books on the application of the philosophy of 
idealism to nature that I highly recommend One is David Fideler s Restoring the Soul of the World Our Living Bond 
with Nature s Intelligence see my review elsewhere on the other is Ami At last science and the soul shake hands 
Writing in a style that is both lucid and charming mischievous and profound Dr Amit Goswami uses the language and 
concepts of quantum physics to explore and scientifically prove metaphysical theories of reincarnation and 
immortality In Physics of the Soul Dr Goswami helps you understand the perplexities of the quantum physics model of 
reality and the perennial beliefs of spiritual and religious traditions About the Author One of today s pioneering 
thinkers in science and spirituality Dr Goswami taught physics for 32 years was a professor of Theoretical Science at 
the University of Oregon and is currently senior resident researcher at the world renowned Instit 
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